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Unless otherwise specified, the sets with which we shall deal will

be subsets of the open interval J=(0, 1). The term c-set will be used

to describe a set each of whose points is a bilateral condensation point

of the set. A d-set will be a set that has metric density 1 at each of its

points. (Clearly, every d-set is a c-set, but not conversely.)

In this terminology, a necessary and sufficient condition for a func-

tion/to belong to the first Baire class and possess the Darboux (inter-

mediate value) property is that for every real number a, the sets

Ea = \x:f(x) < a]    and    E" = [x:f(x) > a}

be F„ sets [4, Theorem l]. The approximately continuous functions

can be characterized in a very similar fashion, namely, by replacing

"c-sets" by "d-sets." (This follows from the definition and the fact

that such functions belong to the first Baire class [l, pp. 165 and

181].)
In the light of these two characterizations, the fact that any Baire

1 Darboux function can be transformed by some appropriate homeo-

morphic change of variable into an approximately continuous func-

tion [3] leads to the question: can any F, c-set be transformed by

some homeomorphism of I onto itself into an F„ d-set?

The purpose of this paper is to prove that the answer to this ques-

tion is affirmative and, in so doing, to elucidate something of the

structure of F„ c-sets.

The first lemma is the basis of the structure study.

Lemma 1. For any first category Fc c-set C having 0 and 1 as limit

points, there is a countable collection of sets Qi, Q2, • • • having the

following properties:

(1) Uf-iQ.-{0, 1}=C;
(2) Qi\J ■ • ■ ̂ JQi is a nowhere-dense perfect set for every positive

integer i;

(3) Qi contains 0 and 1;

(4) for each positive integer i> 1, Qt meets the closure of every interval
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of I—(QxU • ■ ■ UQi-x) in a nowhere-dense perfect set that includes

both the endpoints of the interval; and

(5) for each positive integer i>l, QxU ■ ■ • UQ,_i and Qt have no

other common points than these endpoints.

Proof. For any set S, let (in this proof only) [S] denote the set of

condensation points of S.

That C is the union of a countable number of nowhere-dense closed

sets Fx, F2, ■ ■ ■   is already known.

Although 0 cannot be in Fx, the fact that C is a c-set permits the

construction of a sequence {S,} of disjoint closed intervals converg-

ing toward 0, each Si+l being located entirely to the left of Si, and

such that for each i there is an n(i) for which [SiPiTv^)] is uncounta-

ble. A similar construction using 7\ and m(i) as the analogs of 5,-

and n(i) is made for the point 1. Then, the set

CO oo

0i=[Fi]UU  [^HF.wlUU  [r,-nFmW]u{o,i|
t=i ;=i

is nowhere-dense and perfect. We denote the (open) components of

its complement by IXj=(axj, &iy),j = l, 2, • • • .

Using F2rSlxj, Sijk, n(ljk), Txjk, and m(ljk) as the analogs of Fx,

Si, n(i), Tt, and m(i), we perform an identical process on each 7iy.

(If aiy£ [TVViy], the intervals Sxjk are defined to be empty; and

similarly if &iy£ [F2r\Ixj], the intervals Txjk are defined to be empty.)

Then, we define the set

& = u (([f2] r\ ixj) u u [Sxjk r\ Fnajk)] \j {0li}

WU   [rmnF.(W]U{6w}Y

and we denote the (open) components of I—(QiUQ2) by I2j=(a2j, b2]),

j=l,2,
In this manner, we define for each i> 1 the set

00/ 00

Qi: = U (([F,-] n 7m) U U   [5fl» n F.W)] U {o«}
y=l \ *=1

u u hn^lufiiA
t—1 /

It is easily seen that Qi satisfies (2), (4), and (5). The fact that C is a

c-set necessitates that each of the points in each of the countable sets
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(PiW ■ ■ • VJFi) — (Qiyj ■ ■ • yJQi) be a condensation point of some

Fk, k>i. Hence, (1) is true.

The next lemma shows that there is essentially no topological

difference among nowhere-dense F„ c-sets.

Lemma 2. If S and T are two nowhere-dense F„ c-sets having 0 and

1 as limit points, there is a homeomorphism <j> of I onto itself such that

T=<KS).

Proof. Let Pi, P2, • • • and Qi, Q2, • ■ • be the collections associ-

ated by Lemma 1 with 5 and T, respectively. In, Ii2, • • ■ will de-

note the (open) components of the complement of PiU ■ • ■ UP,-.

Every (closed) interval component of I—S is contained in some

Iij. Conversely, every Jy must contain an interval component oi I — S.

(In fact, since S is a c-set, each Tjj must contain infinitely many

interval components of I — S.) For each j, let Kij be such a com-

ponent of greatest length contained in the (open) interval Iy. Sim-

ilarly, for each j, let K2j he an interval component of I — S of greatest

length contained in hj. In particular, if I2j contains some Kit, then

K2j should be chosen to be Kit. In this manner, an interval com-

ponent Kij of I — S is associated with each /,-,• in such fashion that:

(1) Kijdlij;
(2) there is in I a no component of / — 5 of length exceeding that of

Kij; and

(3) if /„■ contains some Kst, where s<i, then Kti is the same as

Kst.

For any given interval component K of I — S, there are only a

finite number of components of I—S having length greater than or

equal to that of K. The nature of the sets P,- and the fact that the

interval components of I— S do not abut require that for i sufficiently

large K be in a different component of the set I— (PiW • ■ ■ UP,-)

than each of the components of I—S having length greater than or

equal to that of K. Therefore, the collection of Ktj includes all the

interval components of I — S.

There is a homeomorphism <pi of / onto itself such that

(1) 01(Pi)=(3i;and

(2) <j>i(Kij) =Lij, a (closed) interval component of I— T of greatest

length contained in </>i(/iy), for all j.

Similarly, by working on the closure of each interval of I— (PiKJP2),

we can produce a homeomorphism </>2 of I onto itself such that

(1) <p2(x) =<pi(x) if * is in Pi or in any Ki,;

(2) <t>2(P2)=Q2; and
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(3) <p2(K2j) =L2j, an interval component of I— T of greatest length

contained in </>2(I2y), for all those j for which X2y is not identical with

some Kxt-

In this manner, a sequence </>,- of homeomorphisms is constructed

so that for each integer *>1,

(1) <p(x) =</>i_i(x) if x is in any Pk, k^i — 1, or in any Kkj, k^i—1;

(2) cf>i(Pi)=Q%;
(3) <pi(K~ij) =Lij, an interval component of I— T of greatest length

contained in <pi(Iij), for all those j for which Ky is not identical with

some Ket, s<i.

By an argument similar to that given for the collection of Kij, the

collection of L<y can be shown to contain all the interval components

of I—T. Thus, for every i, \<pm(x) — <f>n(x)\ is no greater than the

length of the longest component of the complement of

*-i \      j    '

(Uy indicating union over all j for which Lkj has been defined), for all

m, n^i and for all x. Since the length of the longest of these com-

ponents approaches 0 as j becomes arbitrarily large, <pt converges

uniformly to a nondecreasing continuous function <p. But, <j> preserves

the linear order existing among all the points in all the sets Kijt and

these points form a dense set. Hence, 4> is strictly increasing and,

therefore, a homeomorphism.

Clearly, T = <p(S).

In the light of this lemma, the proof that any nowhere-dense Fc

c-set can be transformed into a d-set is little more than exhibiting a

nowhere-dense F, d-set—an easy matter. Let P be a nowhere-dense

perfect set of measure 1/2. The set of points of P at which P has

metric density 1 is also of measure 1/2 and contains an F„ set of the

same measure. Consequently, this F„ set is a d-set. Hence, we can

state the following lemma.

Lemma 3. If C is any nowhere-dense F„ c-set, there is a homeomor-

phism of I onto itself that transforms C into a (nowhere-dense Fa) d-set.

We shall now show that there is no topological difference among the

first category F„ c-sets that are dense in I.

Lemma 4. If S and T are any two first-category F, c-sets that are dense

in I, there is a homeomorphism <j> of I onto itself such that T = <f>(S).

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 2 with the follow-

ing alterations.
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(1) Everything concerned with the Kij and the Ly is deleted.

(2) In proving that <j> is increasing, the dense set of endpoints of the

la assumes the role of the dense set formed from the Kij in Lemma 2.

Since any P„ set of measure 1 contained in the set of irrational

points is a dense first-category d-set, the following lemma is a simple

corollary of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. If C is any first-category P<, c-set dense in I, there is a

homeomorphism of I onto itself that transforms C into a (first-category

F„) d-set of measure 1.

The main result will be based upon Lemmas 3 and 5. The following

result will also be used directly, but in a very minor role.

Lemma 6. If C is an Fc c-set dense in I, then there is in C a nowhere-

dense F„ set having 0 and 1 as limit points.

Proof. Since C is an uncountable Borel set, it must contain a

(nowhere-dense) perfect set [2]. Hence, there is a homeomorphism

<p oi I onto itself such that <p(C) has positive measure. Let P be any

nowhere-dense set having measure greater than that of I—<j>(C).

Then, there is an F„ d-set F contained in <p(C)r\P. Hence, <p~1(F)

is a nowhere-dense Fc set contained in C.

Let a and b be, respectively, the left and right extreme limit points

of <p~1(F). If o>0, the above type construction is made on (0, a/2).

The process is continued (through possibly denumerably many steps)

until 0 is the leftmost limit point of the union of all the F„ sets con-

structed. The procedure if b < 1 is completely analogous. The union of

all the P„ sets constructed is the desired subset of C.

We are now prepared to prove the main result.

Theorem. If C is any F„ c-set in I, there is a homeomorphism <j> of I

onto itself that transforms C into an F„ d-set.

Proof. If C is either (1) nowhere-dense or (2) of the first category

and dense in the interval defined by the extreme limit points of C,

then <p can be obtained easily from Lemma 3 or Lemma 5, respec-

tively.

In any other case, let ^4i, ^42, • • • be the (closed) intervals of maxi-

mum length in which C is dense; and for each positive integer i, let

5,- be a nowhere-dense F„ c-set contained in A{ and having both the

endpoints of At as limit points (see Lemma 6). (Let the superscript °

denote the interior of a set.) Then the set
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a = (c - u i°)wu Si

is easily seen to be a nowhere-dense F„ set contained in C. By Lemma

2, there is a homeomorphism </>i such that <j>x(C) is a (nowhere-dense)

F„ d-set.

Let Ti denote <px(CC\A°) if this set is of the first category. If this

set is of the second category, let Ti be the set formed from it by re-

placing the interior of each interval component by any first category

F„ c-set dense in that component. Thus, Ti is, in every case, a first

category F„ c-set dense in <px(Ai). On each of the intervals <px(Ai),

define the function 4>2 to be the analog of the homeomorphism of

Lemma 5; and let </>2(x) =x elsewhere. Finally, let <f> be the homeo-

morphism <f>2 o (pi. Since the measure of 4>(Ti) is equal to the measure

of <p(Ai) for every i, <p(C) is an F„ d-set.

The extension of this theorem to the entire real line should be rather

clear. However, the extension to any other Euclidean space, even to

the plane, is a very much open problem; and the first step toward its

solution must be the formulation of a suitable definition of c-set in

the space.
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